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Our approach is the use of the existing post 
and response relationship between texts. We 
used the chat dialogue corpus[1] that has 
been created by recording the utterance logs 
between users and a dialogue system.

To calculate similarities between texts in 
documents, we employed tfidf weighting on 
characters to create feature vectors, and a 
cosine similarity as scores.

The YUILA team participated in the Japanese subtask of the NTCIR-12 Short Text Challenge task. We used the external 
dialogue log corpus. In the test run, this approach(Run2) performed far worse than the baseline(Run1). Therefore we 
implemented an additional experiment(Run5). The additional experiment performed much better than the first experiment 
but still worse than the baseline.

Name Description

Run1
(BaseLine)

Outputs are 5 most similar tweets to the input.

Run2
Outputs are 5 most similar tweets
to the system's response in the dialogue log.

Run3*
Outputs with rank < 5 are from Run2,
and outputs with rank > 5 are from Run1.

Run4*
If there are outputs in both Run1 and Run2, they 
are ranked higher. Others are the same as Run3.

Run5**
Outputs are 5 most similar tweets
to the human's response in the dialogue log.

 * Results of Run3 and Run4 are almost the same as Run2
    because outputs of formal runs with rank > 5 were not evaluated.
** Run5 is an additional informal run. We  evaluated the result on
    our own by 6 evaluators using the only highest ranked output.
    Therefore 2-5 and 12-5 of Run5 don't exist. 

Additional run improved accuracy but still worse than baseline. 
Although Run1that simply selects most similar text to input has a 
problem that may not return the answer to the question but the 
question to the question. Our approach may solve this problem. 
The failure of Run2 and Run5 indicates the semantic coherence 
to an input text and the dialogue coherence of utterance-
response pair in using external dialogue corpus is important. 
Run5 has improved the dialogue coherence from Run2, but lack 
of the semantic coherence is a problem. For performance 
improvement, the investigation of features or the representation 
of short text and the similarity metrics are considered important.

[1]https://sites.google.com/site/dialoguebreakdowndetection/chat-dialogue-corpus

The procedure of the proposed method 
(Run2) is as follows:
(1). Select most similar human's post in 
       the corpus to input tweet.
(2). Focus on system's response to the 
       human's post.
(3). Select most similar tweet as an output 
       from candidate tweets to the response.

Baseline(Run1) selects most similar tweet as 
an output to the input tweet.
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In additional run(Run5), we used human's
responses instead of often irrelevant system's 
response. The procedure is as follows:
(1). Select most similar system's post in 
       the corpus to input tweet.
(2). Focus on human's response to the 
       system's post.
(3). Select most similar tweet as an output 
       from candidate tweets to the response.

Do you play games on LINE?
LINEのゲームはやっていますか？

Things like laugh in LINE.
LINEで笑ったりとかです

We get so involved
with LINE, don't we?

LINEにはまりますよねー

I use it too.
私も使っています

I would like to follow you!!
フォローさせていただきます！！

Didn't you see LINE?
LINE見てなかったですか？

I do it too !!!
私もやってます！！！

I came from a LINE listeners group!!
I would like to follow you!

りすナーのLINEグループからきました！！
フォローさせていただきますね！

Chat Dialogue Corpus

Run1

Run2

Run5
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I came from a LINE listeners group!!
I would like to follow you!

りすナーのLINEグループからきました！！
フォローさせていただきますね！

I came from a LINE listeners group!!
I would like to follow you!

りすナーのLINEグループからきました！！
フォローさせていただきますね！
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Congratulations on 
your paper acceptance.

論文採択おめでとう。

Papers are correct.
論文は正しいですね

Congratulationaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa!!!!!!!
おめでとああああああああああああああああ！！！！！！！！

It seems there are 
many strange papers.

変な論文も多いみたい．

  There are many other papers
that are not.

そうなってない論文も多い。

Good morning...
I'm going to work 

again today.
おはようございます...

今日も仕事行ってきます...

Do you like 
your current job?
今のお仕事は好きですか？

I find only things I don't want to do and can't
find things I want to do. What should I do?

→If you do things you must do now or things
in front of you, you will find them, won't you?

やりたくないことばかり見つかって、
やりたいことが見つからないんですけど、どうしたらよいでしょうか？

→今やらないといけない事とか今目の前にある事を
やっていればいつかみつかるのではないだすかね？

My current job is hard
but rewarding

今の仕事はつらいですが、
やりがいがあります

Good morning... I'm sleepy...
I'm going to work. 

おはようございます...
眠い...仕事いってきます

input system human

Run1(2-1：0.20,12-1：0.90) Run5(2-1：0.16,12-1：0.16)

input system human

Run1(2-1：0.10,12-1：0.50) Run5(2-1：0.50,12-1：0.67)
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